hese are heady times for the sciences of the
mind . The pace of discovery is quickening.
Ih~nks 10 the mountain of d;lIa provided by
the new brain·imaging technologies. but thanks
even more to the computer simulations that have
expande d and disciplined Ollf imnginalions. dramalic:llly enl:uging the logical space of models that can
be investigated. We can now seriously consider
hypo(hese~ that a few years ago were simply
unframeahle - "inconceivnblc". a philosopher
might hn ve been tempted to say. These computere:c:pilmJed powers a re being vigornu:o> ly exploited by
a new generation of theorists and experimentalists.
In so me qU<lrter:o> the first symptoms of gold-rush
fever have heen detected.
In other words, irs a perfect season for
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naysayer<. and philosophers have rise n to the
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occa:o>ion. The most radical is Co lin McGinn,
former Wilde Reader of Mental Philosophy at
Oxford. and now at Rutgers University, New
Jersey. The Prnblrm of Consciollsness i~ a collection of eight essays, two of which have not
rre v iou~ly heen published . McGinn's central thesis
is that the problem of consciousne~~ is syste maticalIy in<;oluble by Uf (Martian~ or demigods might
have hetter lu-:i<). Our brains just we ren 't meant to
get a grip on this tough prohlem . but - there, there,
it's;'ill right - we mustn't draw the co nclusion from
th e fact that wecan't understand it , that the mind is
intr in:o>ically mys teriolls. After <111. whoever prom~
iscd that we should be able to understand all
possible good science?
McGinn i.co quite aware of how oUlwgeo us this
doctrine will a"pe~r to many people. and he takes
pains to place his pessimism in the best light. "I
predict that many readers of this charter will find its
main Ihesis utterly incredible, even ludicrous. Let

ing the line . Fodor's nihilism is less often recognized. but has been emerging with increasing
vigour in recent years. Here, for instance, is Fodor
o n why science cannot explain the central Cartesian
core of the mind:
A recent issue of Scientific Amtrican (September,
1979) was devoted to the brain, It::; table of content!;
is quite 3S interesting as the papers it contains.
There are, as you might expect, articles that cover
the neuropsychology of language and of the
perceptual mechani!;ms. But there is nothing on
the neuropsychology of thought - presumably
becausc nothing is known ahout the neuropsychology of thought. I am suggesting that there is 3 good
reason why nothing is known about it - namely,
that there is nothing to know about ie (The
. Modularity of Mind. 19ft3)
McGinn relies on Fodor to provide the entering
wedge of his argument: what Fodor calls ~pi.Jtemic

about whether Chomsky was just speaking of an
innate talent for syntax. Fodor pushed the doctrine
into semantics as well, arguing for the thesis that
there is no such thing as acquiring a new concept by
learning a language , or expanding one's langu<lge.
All the concerts we can ever come to express are
already innate in our brains at birth! Yes~ Aristotle
had the concepts of airplant and electron innately

genee , but a150 increasingly exploited in cognitive
psychology and computa tion al neuroscie nce.
McGinn hascarefully-andcnrrectly-deduced ju<;t
the properties that scientific concep ts must have if
they are to offer a genuine e:l: planafion of consciousness, but then he neglec:s to look to see if any
such concept~ ha\'e been devc:oped by the relevant
sciences. He mentions various topics and rese<lr-

ensconced in his brain; he just never got around to
using them. By passing the buck to biology (and

chers in cogniti\'e science in pa.<sing. but apparently

then conveniently ignoring biology) Chomsky and
Fodor protect the mysteries of mind from an
unseemly unrayelling.
McGinn's book is. among other things. an
expression and discussion of the unanswered
questions about consciousness. which he gives
every evidence of understanding quite weI!. For
McGinn to have a convincing case for human
cognitive closure. he should provide an empiric<ll
example of some creature, human or otherwise,
who can definitely understand some question. but
is definitive ly incapable of understanding the
answer. He may think he has provided such case.":
"The man born blind cannot grasp the concept of a
visual experience of red, and human beings cannot
conceive of the echolocatory experiences of bats."
But these presumed facts are assumed, not argued
for; they are neither established nor ob....iou!;.
although McGinn treats them as if they were.

L

me remark thai I sympathize with such readers: ther....:.:==~_========- __============:::.::========~
thesis is not easily digestible. Butl wouid say this: if
the thc:o>is is actually true, it will still strike us as hard
to helieve ." Chalk up one victory for his prediction:
I find his thesis not just incredib le ;md ludicrous; as
a fellow philosopher. I find itemt'lilrrassing. Jt is not
~

thinks a detailed examimuion "Nould he unahle to
shed light on his problems.
There is one e:tception: he pauses to give "a hricf
navour of the empirical find ings" regarding thc
phenomenon of t>lindsight, and gets them wrong.
Blindsight subjects ha ve had ~rtio ns of theirvisu<l l
cortices destroyed. leaving larg~ scotumata or hlind
areas in their vh:;ual fields: the:..- are usually aware or
nothing that occurs within the bou m.larie~ of the
scotoma (swiftly moving :o>timuli are a common
exception). hut if cued in a "forced choice"
situation (in wh ich the experimenter tells them
both when to guc<;s. and which two nUt'.s:ories to
choose between), .co ubjects can so metimes gues'i
well above chance, while still de nyi ng. :lny viswli
experiences on which to hase their guesses. The
discriminahle Ca(e2ories are verv limited. the
differences betwee~ the stimuli m~st he huge and
simple, and once again. the subjects mu~1 be cued
or prompted to make a gue:c.s. ~1cGinn. however.
neglects to note these severe li mitations on thi s
guessing cap:lcity. leaving the uninililllcd rc~dcr to
suppose that, perh3ps, a blindsight subject might
recognize a friend or read a new!ipa pcr headline
held in the blind area, all the while enjoying no
visuill "quaJia··. Summing up a hypothetical case.

that I disogree with McGinn al>(lutthe possibility in

Unlike the monkey, we understand the unanswered questions about....

principle that there arC' phenomena that will for
ever defy human unders!a~dirig, but that he arrives
<It hi~ pes:o>imistic ve rdict about consciousness after
stich a paltry canvassing or the opportunities.
1ti~ thesis ;jbout the likely limitations of our
br:lin:o> wou ld he uncontroversially true if it weren't

consciousness.

~jghted, but she tJ.kes he~ ! f to be blind. Beh.n(iourally, she on function much like a !'ightcu
person: phenomen(llogic~lI y. she st rike:o> hl'rself as
blind."
This is at be51 ~nela"e r:} tjon. and;1 fink I~l lt.:r
he builds .on it: -Besides, let :J5 be naive fo r a

for our clever trick of expanding the powers of our
naked brain, by off-loading much of the work to

I think we should be unimpressed by the example of the monkey, to
whom the electron is out of bounds, for not only can it not

minute, do blind'ight patients "ot look vcry mltch
a. if they are having visual experiences when the ~

artefacts we have designed and built just for this
purpose. The brains we were ~orn wilh are no
doubt quite incapable of gra.<;pil1g Inng division-let
alone calculus or photm;ytllhesis - without the aid
of pencil and paper or chalk and h lackboa rd. We
have to work to acq uire some of our concepts, but
we don't have tndo all the work in ou r he::1ds, ,thank
goodnes:o>. One might think . thCD, that in order to
defend <l thcsisab('lut theoW'er limits of our powers,
one5hould nt lease take n peek at the concepts made
availaofe to those who hi1ve armed them5clves with

understand the answers; it can't understand the questions . The
monkey isn't baffled, not even a little bit.

B u t whether or not there are good arguments
to support the general thesis about human

mak.o:theirsurprisingdiscriminations? . . Theydo
not look the way people Inok ""'hen there i:o> nothing
cxpeiienti.d going on. - On the C()<f.) tri-1ry . it is~
rrtcisely necausc they have to be prornptea ~0
make their guesses Ih'H they do look the way people
look when there i!' nothing e~perie nlial goi ng on.
This may. seem a minor point. bur in felct the
plausibility of McGi nn 's interpretation of blindsight as support for his thtsi5 cepe nds crucially o n
the reader's jumping to such an e:mggcrated and
oversimplified piCture of the ~ha\'iournl talt:nts of

cognitive closure, McGinn ofrers a'specific
reason for thinking consciousness is for; ever
outside our ken. and it has nothing todo, he claims.
with how big the "frontalillbes" of our descendants

that his view requires but Ihe ..:lItal fac""oou l'
blindsight oppose;.: .
."
.

open to the mind of a monkey, and what is open to

might become_ He argues that consciousn~. ~.as
what he calls a hidden structure~ and thiS'sffUcture
is systematically inaccessible from either of the two
available routes: the first-person point of view of

McGinn tells
at one,.po;nt th~t ·hls· argument
for a certnin cont~t presuppo~s a certain cuncep·
tion of natural kinds:" Kripke-s and PUlnam's - and
adds: "Tho~e who' . reject that conceptio n are

the new tethnology. A quick ,urvey of current
cognitive science would reveal , moreover, hot-

spotS of enthusia,m here and therc that would
' benefit from a wet blanket judiciously thrown by a
philosop.her. This is not McGjnn'~ agenda. however. He has figured out our limits from first
principles, and he confiden1!y decla res without
direct examination that there is no s:a lvation to be

round in those quarters.

boundr:dn~ss ;:1nd McGinn calls cognitive closure.
"'A type of mind M iscognitively closed with respect

to a property P (or theory n if and only if the
concept-forming procedures at M's disposal cannot
extend to a grasp 01 P (or an understanding of
(Don't be misled about the apparent rigour of this
definition; the author A never puts itto any use Uin
any formal derivation D.) The idea is plausible
enough: "What is closed to thc mindof.a,l·3t may be

n."

he says. "She arrears to other< to be (partially)

blindsight subjects. It permits ~fcGinn to draw a
boundary be.tween two sort~ of j>roper1 ies in a place

u,

us may be closed to the monkey." Monkeys; lor

Soliloquy or introspection and the third-person

unlikely to appreciate the inte"ded cuntrast; the\'

Compare consciousness to another notoriously
bafn ing Ci'lse: qu~nlum physics. The late Richard
Feynm:Jnn. ~ho probably grasped it as well as
anyone. i~ often qu01ed; "I don't understand it ;
nobodv understnnds it ." Thi~ from a virtuoso
e:<plai~er. one of history's most resou rceful underSlanders. But even Feynmann . who was also an
International Gra nd Master in the chutzpah dep<lr1ment, didn't say: '< 1 don't understand it. and

instance. can't grasp the concept of an electron?
McGinn reminds us . Fodor in tum got his idea of
'epistemic boundedness from Noam Chot:"sky. who
divides all matters of human puzzlement into
soluble problems and insolub le "mysteries". The
human mind has its limits, and for Chomsky the
problem of free will. for instance, is simply
off-limits. This is doctrinally convenient~ maybe,
·but rhetorically unstable. to say the least. In other

point of view of science. For science ~o explain
consciousness, it would have to create an intennediate leyel at which to describe the hi.d uen
structure - something Ollr science couldn't Qo.
Neither phenomenological nor physical. this
mediating level would not (hy definition) be
Cashionedonthemodelofeitherside ofthedivide,
and hence would not find itselrunable to reac,h out
to the btherside.ltscharacterizntion would all for

should "'at ·read on. - Disobeying his in:o>trllctions.
one c;tn read the .,s,hole Book in ~ cOllditional sp iri t:
if one restricts oriN If to t,tle as~ntptions, concepts
and methods that McGinn (:Jv(jurs, what are the
results? McGinn's - philo~ophical method is to
rencct informally o n \t,'hat ~:ns to him to follow
from how the issues .coeem to him . In one crucial '"
two-page stretch of his argument (pp 8-9), I
counted seven occurrences of -seem", each of

nohody ever will." (He. by the way. 'pent many of
his last days "ploring the pow.e r of huge parallel

mood,. both Chomsky and Fodor have hailed the
capacity of the human brain to parse. and hence

radical conceptual innovation (which I have argued
is probably beyond us). Since it Would not be
characterized by concepts familiar (rom eithersid.c
of the psydwphysical ne.us. however e.tended,lt

which introduces a claim that ..."uld be challcnged
by anyone. who has been brainwashed by cognitiye
science (to:"ut it in die neg.a th·c light that McGin'n 's
method suggests) .. !t the "scems"-operators were

would not simply raise the same old problem agai." I
in a new form. The operative properties would 'be
neither at the phenome,oal surfacc nor right down
there With !be physical hardware; they would be

removed, :Mc.GJlln·s" sentences, would be turned
fj~t(iblun{~~'rilons i'h at would definitely stand in

super-computers to expand the im.agination~ of

presumably understand, the official infinity of

physicists.)

grammatical sentences of a naturallangukge. If we

What support ~oes McGinn offer fOf.·his striking
conclusion that ·'·there is something terminal about
our perplexity"? He draws his main inspiration

from two philosophil"ll sources, Thomas Nagel
(formerly at Princeton, now New York University)
and Jerry Fodor, now his colleague at Rutgers. All

three live in Manhattan and ar~,no strangers to the
Port Authority Bus Terminal. Perhaps this helps to
explain their shared pe~imism • .for it does appear

can understand all the sentence.; can't we under..
stand the sentences that best express the solutions

Ltp the problems of free will or consciousness?
P' Of all the technologies that have expanded our
powers of conception. the first is the greatest:
language itself. But lor Chomsky and Fodor, there
has always been a need (and now We can see what it
is) to deny, or at least min imize, the extent to which
language is seen as a girt that enhances the powers

genuinely deep and yet they would oot simply
cOincide with physical properties of the brain.
Somehow they would make perfect sense or the
psychophysical nexus. releasing us from the im~
passe that seems endemic to the topic. They really

qua.rrel ;with ttaJ?'. qn.e needn't·, Indeed; ·one can
even agr'e e with him, tn.a backtL,ndcd way he ha!>
proved his. C;.::t.s',~tmed only \\;th the methods and

would up/oin how it isthat chunks of matter can

concept~ .pl

develop an inner life.

cannot e~plai~ tp,l\SC'U:JUsne~. -SUI we' have km","n

that we are witnessing the birth of a new school of

of the naked brain. For Chomsky, what our

philosophy: New Jersey Nihilism . Nagers nay-

capacity to speak shows is that we have an awesome

saying i. renowned. His 1974 paper ~What Is It

inn.te "language acquisition device" - all the

I quote this passage at length because it is in foct

powerisalreadyinthebrain,inefrect~andleaming

one's native tongue is just :I matter of letting the
local environment set a few parameters: Dutch vs

an excellent description of exactly the set of
concepts that arc being developed in cognitive
science - at the "'software" or "virtual machine"

French vs Chinese. In case one had any doubts

level of description favoured by Artificial Intelli-

Like To Be a Bat?" advanced fhe claim that it is
impo~ible for us to know the answe r to the title
question. McGinn takes himself to be building on

Nagel 's foundations, expanding his claims. harden-
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need of further support. Wt}y does he put every-

thing in.!he "seem'"' mode?,To avoid objections?
Afler .11. one , might .~,ay, ,if 'McGinn is only
reporti~g. IlRlf ,t~\J::p..~6!JIi.,.lQ.. him'! how can one

'radili.q,,)"1 pfiil'''''lphy of mind. one

that for a long time. , ;.,'
' j ....
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